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Introduction
The gravity waves (GWs) propagating in the atmosphere/ionosphere system play a key role for energy transfer along the vertical direction [Vadas et al., 2009] and from pole to the equator.
GWs observed in the thermosphere originate in the lower atmosphere [Fritts and Alexander, 2003; Vadas and Fritts, 2006; Vadas, 2007] as well as in the auroral and polar thermosphere [Richmond, 1978] . The auroral GWs, which are the result of sudden energy deposition in the auroral zones (a ring-shaped zone at 60 ∘ -85 ∘ magnetic latitude), have a large amplitude and wavelengths larger than 1000 km. Consequently, they are the easiest to observe. This highly variable and unpredictable energy input is predominantly in the form of Joule heating, which causes rapid and decidedly local density enhancements. Mass, momentum, and energy are redistributed, sometimes down to the equator, through a global circulation system. Several papers have presented detailed investigations of Challenging Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP) GW activity on various scales [Bruinsma and Forbes, 2007 . Medium-scale GWs (horizontal wavelengths ≤1000 km) are generally assumed to be generated by energy inputs coming from the lower atmosphere [Yigit and Medvedev, 2010; Miyoshi et al., 2014] or by ocean/atmosphere coupling phenomena [Artru et al., 2005; Garcia et al., 2014; Godin et al., 2015] .
Such GWs are usually observed through the electron density perturbations induced by their pass in the ionospheric layers [Hocke and Schlegel, 1996; Afraimovich et al., 2000; Liu et al., 2006; Occhipinti et al., 2006; Rolland et al., 2010; Galvan et al., 2011] or through airglow variations [Hickey et al., 2010; Makela et al., 2011; Fukushima et al., 2012; Paulino et al., 2016] .
The air density and crosswinds data sets are retrieved by combining data of accelerometers and ion thruster (used for drag compensation). The deviation between observed and modeled accelerations allows also to compute the air density and crosswinds in the thermosphere with a relative error smaller than 2% [Doornbos et al., 2010] . The crosswinds can be expressed in a S/C (spacecraft) body frame (V X along the main GOCE dimension approximately along track, V Y cross satellite direction, and V Z completing the right-hand system) or in a local frame (V CN northward direction, V CE eastward direction, V UP upward direction). Thanks to the precise AOCS/DFACS control (Attitude and Orbit Control System/Drag-Free and Attitude Control System), the S/C X axis is almost parallel to the orbital motion and the roll axis is mostly orientated in the along-track direction [Romanazzo et al., 2011] .
Parameters used in this study are the two components of the crosswind felt by GOCE, V UP and V Y (mostly zonal due to the quasi-polar orbit), and the relative air density variations Γ = HP ∕ LP , ratio between the high-and low-frequency components of the air density (cutoff at 640 s or 1.56 mHz using a fourth-order Butterworth filter). Due to a high orbital velocity (∼7750 m/s) compared to GW propagation velocity, our data set is essentially capturing the horizontal structure of GWs with a certain wavelength that can be calculated (in first approximation) taking into account the doppler effect as follow:
with f obs the observed frequency in GOCE data, f GW the intrinsic GW frequency, =
wave number vector, V G V G V G the GOCE orbital velocity vector, and the angle between the GOCE orbit and the GW propagation direction in the local horizontal plane. ≈ 20 m/s) even in a worst-case scenario for which we have a large intrinsic frequency and a small vertical wavelength (f GW = 2 mHz, Z ≈ 30 km, and h ≈ 500 km), the above equation can still be approximated by
So the frequency of signals observed in GOCE data is directly related to the projection of the horizontal wavefront along the GOCE orbit direction. Note that X , the wavelength deduced from the frequency of perturbations in GOCE data, provides an overestimate of GW horizontal wavelength ( X ≥ h ). The horizontal wavelength is properly estimated only for waves propagating along GOCE track.
As a consequence of the above approximation, the gravity wave period cannot be resolved from GOCE data set.
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Analysis Method

Data Set Selection and Splitting
In order to distinguish between effects due to latitude variations from other atmospheric conditions, the data set has been separated in three different latitude zones (equatorial ±23 ∘ and midlatitudes north/south ±23 ∘ till ±67 ∘ ). Polar regions are excluded because strong short-period wind variations in these regions are due to the rotation of background wind relative to GOCE track, and not to GWs. The splitting of the data leads to time windows of size around 640-650 s (approximately one eighth of the orbital revolution) for each zone. Averages are computed over 2 months in order to obtain a sufficient number of passes and to ensure a reliable statistical result while keeping approximately the same atmospheric conditions relative to a given season. Two different time slots are selected in May-June and November-December because they present a low number of data gaps and they correspond to different mean solar fluxes for different years of the GOCE mission. These time slots are representative of the two solstices. Variations of solar fluxes and magnetic Kp index for the various years in these two times slots are provided in Table 1 . Figure 1 presents the daily F 10.7 distribution for the selected time periods, with F 10.7 relative ranges and mean value and with data removed as described above.
As background context, we need to take into account that during the entire GOCE mission (2009-2013) the F 10.7 ranged from 60 to 190 (sfu) with a mean value of 101.35 ± 27.36, meaning that the overall comparison is based on a period with a low to medium solar activity.
Our data set does not contain geomagnetic storms. 
Spectral Analysis
The spectral analysis of GOCE data corresponding to passes in the different latitude bins was performed with three different spectral estimators. Then average values are computed for the selected 2 month periods.
First, the Welch Amplitude Spectral Density (ASD) is estimated on 64 data points (at 0.1 Hz sampling rate), dividing the entire window size into eight sections with a 50% overlap. Each section is tapered by a Hamming window using the pwelch MATLAB function with standard settings [Welch, 1967] . A linear trend is removed from original data for each pass, in order to remove low-frequency variations. ASDs are estimated in the 2 to 50 mHz frequency range.
Second, the Magnitude Squared Coherence (MSC) between two of the three GOCE observables is computed with an algorithm similar to the one described above. The MSC is the spectral equivalent of the correlation coefficient. It is defined as
with ⟨X|X⟩ and ⟨Y|Y⟩ the power spectral densities of signals X, Y and ⟨X|Y⟩ the cross power spectral density. MSC ranges from 0 (no correlation at a given frequency) to 1 (perfect correlation at a given frequency).
Finally, from the MSC computed for the three couples of observables, we define a new index C 3 f as follows:
whereΓ is the time derivative of Γ in GOCE data.
parameter ranges from 0 to 1. Zero value means that at least two of the three observables are uncorrelated, whereas one value means that the three parameters are completely correlated. This parameter is a spectral equivalent of the time domain C 3 index defined by Garcia et al. [2014] . It is expected to provide values close to 1 for data bins and frequencies corresponding to GW crossings by GOCE.
Finally, for each zone and each time slot, we obtain an N-set of spectral curves, where N is the number of full passes (with at least 64 data points) that we are considering in the 2 month period selected. From this set, an average and an error estimate on this average are computed for each parameter (ASD, MSC, and C 3 f ) at each frequency in the spectral range from 2 to 50 mHz.
Synthetic Example: Superposition of Three Gravity Waves in GOCE Data
We present a synthetic example under the hypothesis of quasi-monochromatic GWs propagating in the thermosphere. Three synthetic gravity wave trains are created following Nappo [2002] . These waves are assumed to propagate in a thermosphere without background wind, with N 2 = 10 −4 rad 2 /s 2 and an atmospheric scale GARCIA ET AL. THERMOSPHERE GRAVITY WAVES FROM GOCE 4 The simulated GOCE data set mixing the three GWs is shown in Figure 3 in time domain. From this plot, it is clear that the mix of different wavelengths projected along the GOCE orbit does not allow a visual identification of the wave trains.
An example of analysis performed for this synthetic case is given in Figure 2 (bottom row), with the ASD of V UP , the MSC between V UP andV Y , and the C 3 f marker.
The different GW synthetic wavelengths are producing clear peaks in the spectral domain for MSCs and the C 4. Results
Amplitude Spectral Density (ASD)
In Figure 4 , the average ASDs for theΓ
are presented for the selected 2 month periods and for the three latitude ranges, each line presenting results corresponding to various years with different solar flux conditions. Solar flux, magnetic index Kp, and statistical parameters for these computations are presented in Table 1 . Due to the time derivative applied to the Γ parameter and to the detrending process, the long-wavelength variations multiple of orbit frequency are completely removed and high-frequency content is enhanced. For all periods and latitude ranges, a similar relation with solar activity is observed, with signal energy increasing with decreasing solar flux, in agreement with observations based on CHAMP data [Bruinsma and Forbes, 2008] . The average ASDs present a peak of signal energy in the 8-50 mHz frequency range, and the frequency of this peak is decreasing with increasing solar flux energy.
Examples of averaged ASD for cross-track and vertical winds along the GOCE orbit are presented in Figure 5 for midlatitudes north zone during the selected 2 month periods at various solar flux conditions. The variations observed in this latitude range are representative of the ones observed in the two other latitude ranges (not shown).
The cross-track wind presents much more energy at low frequencies than at high frequencies due to long-wavelength variations along the orbit induced by the variations of thermosphere zonal winds as a GARCIA ET AL.
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As already observed for relative density variations, the spectral power of these two components of wind in the range 8-50 mHz increases with a decreasing solar flux. These variations due to different solar fluxes are ascribed to a varying GW power, as demonstrated below.
Magnitude Squared Coherence (MSC)
The average MSC for all combinations of possible parameters is presented in Figure 6 for the equatorial latitude range. Variations observed in this zone are similar to the ones observed in the other two latitude ranges (not shown). For all combinations of parameters, the average MSCs present a peak of correlation in the 8-50 mHz range, and both the maximum value and the peak frequency are increasing with decreasing solar flux energy. Because these parameters are expected to be correlated when GOCE is crossing a GW front, these computations demonstrate that correlation peaks above 8 mHz in GOCE data can be ascribed to GWs.
The C 3 f
Index for Detection and Characterization of Gravity Waves Activity As discussed above, C 3 f is a marker of GW perturbations measured along the GOCE orbit. The advantage of this new parameter compared to the C 3 index computed in the time domain by Garcia et al. [2014] is that it allows to characterize the frequency content of GW perturbations observed in the GOCE data. In addition, we can use equation (2) to relate the dominant frequency observed in GOCE data to the maximum horizontal wavelength of GWs.
As observed in Figure 7 , the average C 3 f presents a peak in the 8-50 mHz range corresponding to GWs of horizontal wavelengths smaller than 1000 km, consistent with the fact that GWs of wavelengths larger than 1000 km are rare in the thermosphere [Miyoshi et al., 2014] . The Nyquist frequency of GOCE data set limits our investigations to horizontal wavelengths larger than 150 km. However, the average C 3 f values at Nyquist frequency are low, suggesting that most of the range of GW horizontal wavelengths is captured by GOCE data, consistent with the fact that propagation conditions do not favor short-wavelength GWs [Fritts and Vadas, 2008] .
For all latitude zones and for the two periods considered, the average C Finally, the average C 3 f values and the peak frequencies in the equatorial region are generally lower than for midlatitude regions during the same time periods, suggesting that the waves are propagating mainly from the pole to the equator and that they are damped along their path during their propagation [Vadas, 2007] . energy in the 8-50 mHz range for a given latitude zone. These curves show that GW activity can strongly vary from one pass to another and that the C 3 f parameter has a significant standard deviation on top of the average values presented above. The presence of different local maximums for a given pass may be due to the interference of different GW fronts at different horizontal wavelengths and/or orientations relative to GOCE obit.
The time domain data of passes with maximum C 3 f energy in the 8-50 mHz range are presented in figure 8 for the November-December period at high and low solar flux conditions. The wave amplitude is clearly lower at high solar flux conditions than at low solar flux conditions. The absence of long-period signals (f ≤ 8 mHz) is also clear in this plot. Finally, the dominant period appears also to be larger at high solar flux conditions than at low solar flux. So the trends observed statistically on the spectra are visible on individual passes for which GWs are detected.
Air Density Perturbations: Gravity Waves or Thermosphere Dynamics?
The previous sections described a marker of the presence of gravity waves in GOCE data and its variability with solar flux, latitude, and season. In order to infer if the air density variability observed by GOCE in the 8-50 mHz frequency range is dominated by gravity waves or by thermosphere dynamics, we plotted in Figure 9 the standard deviation of Γ as a function of maximum value of C gravity waves. At midlatitudes and for low solar flux conditions, about 30% of GOCE orbit arcs having relative air density standard deviations larger than 0.1 (10%) present a maximum C 3 f value lower than 0.7 in the 8-50 mHz frequency range. Consequently, the air density variability along these arcs cannot be ascribed to gravity waves from GOCE data. We suggest that it is due to air density variations induced by the dynamics of the polar thermosphere which extend to lower latitudes during low solar flux conditions, because this variability is much less pronounced close to the equator. But we cannot exclude that a part of this variability is due to gravity waves propagating almost exactly along the GOCE orbit track because our method cannot detect these waves due to the absence of signal along the cross-track direction. Overall, Figure 9 demonstrates that more than 60% of the air density variability observed at latitudes lower than 67 ∘ can be ascribed to the propagation of gravity waves.
Error Analysis
Our method of GW detection and characterization relies on the correlations between air density and crosswind variations within the GW. However, such correlations may also occur due to errors in the air drag modeling. In particular, the error on the mounting angles of GOCE electric thruster induces a mapping of drag due to air density into crosswinds. 
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We can split the air density ( ) and the cross track wind (V c = V Y or V UP ) measured by GOCE into four different terms:
with terms indicated by subscripts 0, HF, and GW corresponding respectively to the physical effects of long-wavelength variations along GOCE orbit, high-frequency variations induced by thermosphere dynamics, and high-frequency variations induced by GWs. The noise terms N and N V c are assumed to be instrument white noise. The term p represents the correlated error between the crosswind and the air density with a constant parameter depending only on thruster misalignment angles.
Because of GW polarization, the cross-track wind component V c GW can be written [Garcia et al., 2014] : (7) with ( ) being nonzero only in the frequency (e.g., horizontal wavelength) range corresponding to GWs. Our analysis filters out the long-term variations 0 and V c 0 and uses the time derivative of relative air density fluctuations (Γ).
After some straightforward computations and a Fourier transform, we obtaiṅ
withΓ and V c the parameters used in the statistical analysis presented above.
If we assume that instrument noises N V c and N are not correlated, and that air density and wind variations induced by high-frequency thermosphere dynamics and GWs are not correlated between themselves, we obtain the following relation for the cross power spectral density:
This equation demonstrates that the correlated error between winds and air density variations (scaled by for a given crosswind direction) increases the cross power density and consequently the MSC between our parameters.
From this equation, and taking into account the scaling of MSC by power spectral densities, we expect strong MSC values induced by correlated errors between the parameters in the following situation:
1. GW signal is smaller than the other high-frequency variations induced by thermosphere dynamics:
2. Signal-to-noise ratio of air density variations is larger than 1:
3. Correlated error on cross-track wind is larger than noise:
The first condition corresponds to the curves with lowest values of C 3 f in Figure 7 . The other two conditions are favored by the presence of strong high-frequency background variations of air density and winds, encountered mainly at midlatitudes during low solar flux conditions. Figure 10 presents MSCs computed for cases corresponding to the above conditions. The data corresponding to minimum C 3 f in Figure 7 were extracted for midlatitudes at low solar flux conditions. Among the four examples provided, the sample data for north midlatitudes in May-June 2010 period (on the left) have a low signal level and do not ensure that the signal-to-noise ratio is good enough to detect correlated errors. For the other three examples the vertical crosswind (V UP ) is clearly correlated with high-frequency air density perturbations (Γ), even in the absence of GW signal (low C Figure 7 . From left to right, midlatitudes north and south for May-June period and midlatitudes north and south for November-December period in low solar flux conditions. two parameters larger than 0.2 for frequencies lower than 8 mHz, outside the GW frequency/wavelength range. Fortunately, such a correlated error is not observed between horizontal cross-track wind (V Y ) and air density perturbations (Γ), so the analysis given above is not strongly affected because it is supported mainly by C 3 f values. The correlated error source between V UP and Γ will be revised in future reprocessing of GOCE data.
Global Mapping of High-Frequency Perturbations at GOCE Altitude
The spectral analysis presented above allows to clearly identify most of the high-frequency signals recorded above 8 mHz in GOCE data as due to GW signals. However, it does not provide precise spatial distribution information. In this section, we present a global mapping analysis that allows to display the spatial distribution of the GWs.
Data and Methods
The space/time splitting and selection of data sets match exactly the one used for solar flux analysis presented in the previous sections. In order to isolate and observe GW activity, the data are high-pass filtered above 8 mHz.
The GOCE orbit allows full Earth coverage with 1 ∘ resolution in less than 1 month. The latitude/longitude space is split in bins of size 4 ∘ latitude by 10 ∘ longitude, ensuring always more than 200 data points in each bin during the selected 2 month periods. For each bin, the averages and standard deviations of high-pass filtered parameters Γ, V UP , and V Y are computed over the 2 month periods. We checked that the average values are close to zero (not shown), or much smaller than standard deviations, due to the high-pass filtering.
Global Mapping of High-Frequency Relative Density Perturbations
We present only the results for relative density perturbations (Γ), because cross-track and vertical winds present strong small-scale variations close to the poles that are due to thermosphere wind pattern and not to GW perturbations. Figure 11 presents the standard deviations of high-pass filtered Γ over the globe at GOCE altitude. Because these signals correspond to frequencies above 8 mHz, we expect it to represent mainly GWs of wavelengths below 1000 km. Major activity is observed in polar regions, especially near geomagnetic poles indicated by magenta squares. However, the GOCE orbit inclination does not allow a full coverage up to the poles GARCIA ET AL.
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Despite the slight differences in data processing and significant differences in altitude range, our results are quite similar to the results obtained by Park et al. [2014] from CHAMP satellite data which are presented in a similar form in their Figures 2 and 3. They also observed decreasing GW activity with increasing solar flux, asymmetrical hemispherical patterns during June solstice, and a high level of air density variability close to magnetic poles.
Discussion
The statistical variations of both the dominant frequency of GW signal in GOCE data and the number of GW events, from high to low when increasing the solar flux, suggest an increase in atmospheric damping/attenuation of the waves during their propagation in the atmosphere when increasing solar flux [Bruinsma and Forbes, 2008; Yigit and Medvedev, 2010] . These observations at GOCE altitude will allow to better understand the relative influence of winds, Brunt-Vaisala frequency, and attenuation parameter variations with solar flux through their direct effects on GW propagation [Yigit and Medvedev, 2015] .
Our space/time variations of high-frequency relative density variations agree with the results of Park et al. [2014] obtained from CHAMP satellite data at higher altitudes. This agreement suggests that the GWs observed by GOCE continue to propagate upward to the 300-400 km altitude range. The amplitudes of the relative density variations observed by GOCE at minimum solar flux are significantly larger (maximum 6%) than the ones observed by CHAMP (maximum 1.8%) which suggests again that the GWs are significantly attenuated during their vertical propagation from ∼270 km to ∼350 km altitude.
In addition, there is a striking similarity between the results obtained for low solar flux conditions in Figure 11 and the simulation results by Miyoshi et al. [2014] presented in their Figures 6(b) and 12(a) and obtained under approximately the same conditions (300 km altitude, solstice averages). In particular, the high-frequency air density perturbations in the Southern Hemisphere below −50 ∘ latitude and the maxima of perturbations close to the geomagnetic poles are corresponding to regions where these authors predict a high GW energy. They explain their results by the focusing of upward propagating GWs by the winds in the mesosphere at 60 ∘ latitude and around the pole for GWs created in the troposphere by both convective activity and mountain waves.
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Conclusion
In this study we present an analysis performed for different 2 month seasonal periods (shifted by 6 months, in proximity of the two solstices). The analysis in the spectral domain is based on three main parameters, sampled in situ by GOCE satellite, dΓ∕dt, V UP , and V Y . The spectral characteristics of these signals are determined through their Amplitude Spectral Density, the Magnitude Squared Coherence, and a new frequency domain parameter C 3 f , for arcs of 640 s in the midlatitudes and equatorial regions. Despite some correlated errors between vertical wind and air density variations, our analysis demonstrates that GW signals are dominating in GOCE data above 8 mHz. This frequency range corresponds to horizontal wavelengths smaller than 1000 km. Strong variations with solar flux conditions are observed, with more GW detections and shorter wavelengths during low solar flux conditions than during high solar activity. Moreover, the number of GWs detected is decreasing with latitude. In order to infer further this spatial trend, maps of high-frequency relative density variations are presented for the selected 2 month periods. In low solar flux conditions, the activity is stronger in the winter hemisphere than in the summer hemisphere. However, the picture is asymmetric with a Southern Hemisphere more active than the Northern Hemisphere. Whatever the solar activity conditions, the geomagnetic poles are the regions presenting the most air density perturbations.
During low solar flux conditions part of the dynamics of the polar thermosphere may extend to lower latitudes, because a significant part of the air density variability during low solar flux cannot be explained by gravity waves propagating in the thermosphere.
Our results are in overall agreement with previous analysis of CHAMP data [Park et al., 2014] and with GCM simulation studies [Yigit and Medvedev, 2010; Miyoshi et al., 2014] that predict variations of thermospheric GW activity with solar flux induced by the related variations of their propagation conditions from the troposphere to the thermosphere. The comparison with simulations by Miyoshi et al. [2014] , performed for low solar activity at the same season and approximately the same altitude, reveals the same spatial patterns and a similar north/south asymmetry.
